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ARB beefs up FJ Cruiser
Tough off-road accessories now available for Toyota's retro-styled offroader

Off-road specialist ARB has released a bunch of aftermarket accessories specifically designed to take Toyota's retro-cool FJ Cruiser further into the bush.
Designed to look good while capable of taking some serious knocks, ARB's FJ deluxe bull bar features a split pan design for increased airflow, and multi -fold, upswept
wings for an optimised approach angle.
Airbag compatible, it's suitable for both winch and non winch applications and can accommodate a 9500lb Warn winch if desired.
The bull bar is finished in a durable powder coat, or there's the option to colour code it to any of the FJ Cruiser's unique colours. The bar also comes with twin Hi-Lift
jacking points, provision for IPF lights and CB aerials and access to the original equipment tow points.
ARB rock sliders designed to protect the FJ in steep, rocky terrain, are also available from ARB, and they're made from tubular steel.
The Melbourne-based company has also designed roof racks and roof bars, as well as an Old Man Emu suspension system, for the new to Australia, Toyota SUV.
Meanwhile, ARB has released a new range of high-performance, compact air compressors, with twin motor design.
Built with sealed components for moisture and dust resistance, the new compressors are available in vehicle mounted and portable versions and deliver an impressive 132
litres per minute air flow at 200KPa.
ARB claims the twin motor air compressors have the highest air flow rate of any 12V compressor of their size on the market.
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